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IN THE BEGINNING . . .
WELCOME to the one hundredth edition of The Speedster! We celebrate
a quarter of a century of the Club in November, at the Footman James
Classic Vehicle Restoration Show – ten days before our actual birth date.
We’ll be in our usual Hall for the Restoration Show at the Royal Bath &
West Showground near Shepton Mallet in Somerset.
Our
‘birthplace’ (shown above) was at the Dockside Exhibition Centre in
Bristol, just over twenty miles to the north, along the A37.
Featured on our front cover for this
issue (and again in colour on this
page) is our very first front cover,
showing the actual launch party on
the Chesil stand at the South West
Kit & Sports Car Show. Read on for
the story of the launch and how it
came to happen, as told in that first
issue. Also there – on pages 2 and 3
– was the first-ever Chesil Chat,
penned with that distinctive and
witty style for which Mike Kempsey
became famous over the years (he’s
pictured in the foreground of the
cover pic – possibly the only photo of
him out of captivity!).
Another (infamous!) Club figure was
also introduced to an unsuspecting
membership, as Member 002; Martin
Sergison was the first subject of our
‘Me and My Speedster’ series ... and
that led to many a Speedster tale as
‘Martin’s Meanderings’, most not
suitable for readers of a nervous
disposition!

An aerial view
of Martin’s Speedster,
Hero – as pictured on
page 5 of Issue One
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We also did a piece on Speedster
insurance, which included the
comment that Footman James and
Adrian Flux appeared to be the most
-used companies by Speedster
owners of the day. No surprise then
that they still support us with
advertising in 2017. Our occasional
series of ‘Good imPRESSions’ listed
Speedster related articles in ‘Which
Kit’ (August ’92), ‘Kit Car’ (October),
‘Kit Car International’ (November),
‘Volksworld’ (December) and ‘Kit Car
International’ again in December.
The Club too was quick to gain
enthusiastic coverage in the
specialist press.
Under the cross-head of ‘... In The
Beginning ...’ the concluding feature
of Issue One was a history of the
development of the Porsch e
Speedster from 1951 (Austrian-born
New York car dealer Max Hoffman
had taken delivery of two 1100cc
Porsches in the Autumn of 1950 –
and we know where that led...)
through the peak year of 1955 (1800
Speedsters built) to only 556 in
1958, then its morphing into the
Convertible D.
Back in those days the pages were
typed up using an electronic
typewriter with proportional spacing
(the typeface of which we have
attempted to replicate).

So, here again is the first article
from our first edition…

WE’VE MADE IT! Which is much the
same expression as most
“SPEEDSTER” readers apply to that
moment as they stand back and admire
their completed ‘new’car. In this case,
however, it applies to the creation of
the club to go with the car. Yes, at the
sixth South West Kit & Sports Car
show held in Bristol in November we
officially launched ‘SPEEDSTERS’.
Our picture shows the scene on the
Chesil stand moments after one pee em
on the Sunday as Chesil supremo Peter
Bailey cracked open the bottles of
bubbly he had so carefully transported
from deepest Dorset, splashed the
liquid liberally into glasses and we
toasted the new Club! Not all of those
who expressed an interest or who came
along to wish us well were there when
this pic was taken; but it does show,
among others, Mike and Pam Rastall
and Brian and Pam Campbell who
shared this auspicious moment in
motoring history.
Actually, it was a double celebration as,
only hours before, the show organisers
appeared on the stand to make a
presentation – the two cars had jointly
won the award of ‘Best Trade Car’ at
the exhibition. We understand that this
is the first time that the judges have
been unable to decide on a single
winner ... hardly surprising really as the
two Chesil Speedsters had been built
by the same team for the same
purpose: to show off the marque to its
best advantage. The fact that Peter
had been forced to build the green one
when he at last succumbed to the

temptation of a large number written on
one of Mr. Lloyd’s little pieces of paper
and so had to part with the red demo,
is really of academic interest...
Quite fitting really that this should be
the sequence of events as it was during
the presentation of awards at last
year’s Bristol show that the final seeds
of a Speedster club had been sown. I
really couldn’t understand why “we”
had not won something and vowed that
we would be back to take on the might
of the kit car industry and show ‘em
what REAL quality replicas could do. A
club exhibit seemed to be the best
chance of gaining victory, but first
there had to be a club. At other events
during ’92 it soon became apparent
that the need for such a banding
together of enthusiasts was shared by
several others and an informal
gathering during the Castle Combe
Action Day decided to launch the club
at the Bristol Show.
The next major landmark in the
development of SPEEDSTERS takes
place on March 14 . Officially this is a
“Planning Meeting” for the 1993
season but is really an excuse for as
many of us as possible to get together,
look at each other’s cars and chat!
The venue is Netherdale Caravan &
Camping Site, on the A38 road midway
between Bristol and Bridgwater at
Sidcot on the outskirts of the village of
Winscombe. Come for the day or make
a weekend of it. If you’re not a
camper, the site adjoins the Sidcot
Arms Hotel (telephone 0934 842271 to
make a reservation) or use any of the
holiday accommodation available locally
– Cheddar is only three miles away,
Weston-super-Mare about eight. The
first really big ‘public’ splash for our
club is planned to be Stoneleigh when
we intend to take over a goodly area of
their grassland and get as many
Speedsters as possible together, from
all over the country. Easy to reach,
from wherever you live, so make a date
in your new ‘93 diary NOW!

The first Annual Planning Meeting (affectionately
referred to as the APM) was held at ‘Club HQ’,
later adding a pre-event dinner at the next-door
Brewers Fayre and an ‘Annual Pose’ over the
Mendip Hills
A small but impressive line-up for the Malvern
event attracted a lot of attention
Our first Stoneleigh pitch was very soon
outgrown...

th

That last paragraph set the scene for
many years of the Club’s activities,
although we did attend the first show as a
Club at the Three Counties Showground
near Malvern.

Back at the Bristol Exhibition Centre again, for the Club’s first birthday party - this time
under our own logo!
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Rob’s
Rob’s Ramblings
Club Administrator

Rob Jones

... on iconic cars,
exhausted batteries
and analysed
members ...
I have managed to attend very few shows this summer - the last of which was a local
village fête at which it rained incessantly and we, along with many others, left early.
Hence the lack of photos. Indeed I was hoping to attend the show at Sywell
Aerodrome this year but it conflicts with a holiday in Bordeaux – combining both my
love of cycling and my love of red wine! Incidentally, I note that the classic car event
at Alexandra Palace is not being held this autumn, which is a real shame as it
seemed such a beautiful venue for such an event.
We visited the Science Museum in London
for the first time since our children were
young - and I was taken with this tower of
iconic ‘people’s cars’, surmounted with a
Fiat 500. [The Saab at the bottom does it
for me - but I have owned (at least!) one of
each. Ed] I seem to recall that there used
to be many mechanical exhibits where you
could learn how devices worked by pushing
buttons and watching “things” moving. Now
you learn from computer screens and I am
not sure this excites and educates in the
same way.

that simply reflects that as I grow older
everyone seems younger. What I do know
is that the average age of the Club’s
officials increases year on year, only
partially offset by the inclusion of Franco
Iannotta as Facebook Co-ordinator. We
really could do with some of our younger
members taking on a more active rôle in
the Club. Talking about the Club and its
members, we are still looking for
suggestions for next year’s AGM. As I
mentioned in my last article, the Heritage
Motor Museum is a real possibility. To that I
would add the Shuttleworth Collection in
Bedfordshire. Check it out at:
www.shuttleworth.org. In terms of dates I
would suggest early June. Hopefully by the
time of the next issue of the magazine we
will have confirmed both venue and dates,
so members will be able to put the event in
their diaries.
In the absence of age or employment
status, one analysis of members I can
make is their geographical distribution. You
can see from the breakdown in the bar
chart that it is overwhelmingly skewed to

I thought that it would be appropriate for the
100th edition of the magazine - and the
imminent 25th birthday of the Club - to write
something about the members and their
cars. One thing I am not able to review is
the age distribution of our membership. I do
have the feeling that it has come down
since I joined the Club [oh, come on.
You’re not that young… Ed], but perhaps
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the southern half of England, with the
South East alone having 34 members,
around a quarter of our total membership. It
would be nice to have a greater presence
in the north of the country, with perhaps a
Northern representative on the committee but in reality there is very little we can do to
influence the geographical spread. I’m
pleased though at the overseas
membership we have: although small by
number it is offset by the geographical
spread, with members in USA,
Netherlands, Sweden, Australia and New
Zealand.
Most of our members have provided
detailed information about their cars so, for
the cars themselves, we can perform a
more detailed breakdown. Unsurprisingly,
the majority of members own Speedsters
(or their variants). Although both

Speedsters and Spyders are iconic cars,
there is no great surprise that members
would choose the practicality of the
Speedsters. When we look at a breakdown
of Speedsters by manufacturer it is again
no great surprise that the market is
dominated by Chesil. What is more
interesting to me though is the spread of
the minority manufacturers, some of which
(Legend, Apal, Street Beetle, Fibrefab) are

we all have noted that in July Michael
Gove recently made a statement that only
electric cars would be sold from 2040
onwards. Good luck with that: National Grid
have estimated that we would need an
additional 30 gigawatts to cope with the
extra demand – effectively an increase of
50% over the existing capacity. That
equates to ten new Hinckley Point nuclear
power stations, 75 new gas fired power
stations or 100,000 new onshore wind
turbines (in case anyone wants to question
this latter number I have assumed wind
turbines of 1MW capacity and 30%
efficiency because of their intermittent
operation). There is absolutely no way all
this additional generation capacity and its
associated distribution networks will be
provided by industry if successive
Governments limit the ability of the power
companies to make sufficient profits so that
they can re-invest in this new capacity. In
fact only one new gas-fired power station
has been built in the past four years.
Anyway, even if it does happen, will it have
an impact on those of us who own and
drive classic cars for pleasure? One of the
motoring magazines had an editorial this
month asking the question as to what
would happen to classic cars if this does
indeed come to pass and made the
interesting observation that people are still
allowed to ride horses on the road so why
shouldn’t people in the future still be
allowed to drive their classic cars?
Finally, as always, I would like to close by
offering a very warm welcome to our new
members: Chris Potter who is building a
Speedster, Les Baynam, Eugene Ghent
and Gavin Lusby, all with
Chesil
Speedsters and, just as I was finalising my
article, the latest new members; Guy
Pendred, with his Apal Speedster and
Andrew Rodick with his Chesil Speedster2.
Help make that last paragraph bigger
in our 101st issue by using John
Mercer’s leaflets
- as mentioned on p23 of last issue;
email him for
more details...

names from the dim and distant past. In
the case of Spyders there is obviously a
lower demand, reflected by the fact there
are only three suppliers listed by members,
with Martin and Walker and GP taking
equal honours.

There is little to report from the Federation
of British Historic Vehicle Club’s
newsletter this quarter - probably reflecting
that Government and their Departments
effectively shut down in the summer. While
on the subject of Government, I am sure
6.

Motors by
the Moat

Part 1 of John Mercer’s review

On the 6th & 7th May we took the Speedster to Leeds Castle to join
hundreds of vintage, high performance and classic cars from around the
world. The cars were displayed on the Castle lawns and around the lakes and this must be one of the best venues we have seen for a car show.

The weather was cool and windy on
the Saturday but we were parked with
a large group of Porsches - including
a recently restored 356 Coupé.
We also enjoyed a trip around the
Castle itself, with a fine collection of Aston Martins
in the inner keep, as well as some of the parkland
walks in the 500-acre grounds.
There were also falconry demonstrations and a very interesting Battle
of Britain experience detailing how the Castle was involved in the early
part of WW2.

On the Sunday there was a huge Porsche Club Great
Britain display along the side of the lake, with over 80
cars in attendance.
There was also a splendid parade
around the grounds of Rolls Royces from the 1930s to
the present day - and they then parked up in three
long rows for visitors to admire.

We were parked up next to a superb Armstrong Siddeley saloon, but it
was the little Speedster that seemed to get the most attention.

I am told there were over 500 cars and 15,000 visitors to this event
- I will definitely do it again … and hope for warmer weather!
7.

DEAL
CAR
SHOW

This show, at the end of May, was one of the Music & Motors series which we have enjoyed
before. We had an excellent top-down run in sunshine through the Garden of England, to arrive
at Deal and park on Walmer Green. Soon after we arrived the sun was replaced by black clouds
of biblical proportions. We had to shelter in the car with the top up for half an hour, but when the deluge stopped there was bright
sunshine for the rest of the day - together with huge crowds enjoying the cars and
the entertainment.

There were
several nice Porsches
on show, as well as
Ferraris, historic
Jaguars and a rare
Bristol.

My car was parked near the road, where it was noticed by a passing Speedster owner who parked
up and came over for a chat. The owner was Peter Kent, who had enjoyed his Apal Speedster for
many years and had over 100,000 miles on the clock!

We finally left for home at about
4:40pm - closely followed by a
Cadillac twice our size - and had
a pleasant, dry run home.
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The Great Bucket & Spade Run

This event has been running
at the beginning of June for
the last thirty-six years
and is designed as a
traditional Day Out rather than
just a static display.
Several hundred vehicles
assembled at Beech Court in
Challock, which was only a half-hour
run for us in the Speedster.
We were provided with maps and checkpoint details for the cross-country run. Bacon sandwiches and
drinks were also available. At about 10am the first batches of older cars set off on an amazing route
which avoided main roads and went though some attractive countryside with small villages where
spectators lined the streets. We ended up an hour or so later at our seaside destination, Government Acre
in Ramsgate. We then had a second
car show with entertainment and
trade stalls for the rest of the day
- and a nice picnic.
It remained sunny all day and we
had a home run via Canterbury, still
with the top down. A great day out
- I would recommend this to
Members in the South East for
next year.
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This excellent show was part of the Classic Music & Motors series of
events and took place in mid-June at Quex Park, near Birchington in
Kent.
The event included some great music, a retro
market, an event arena and a large Military Show.

Quex
Park

We went on the Saturday, when there were around five hundred
classic vehicles parked up on a good, grass surface. We were told
that there were even more cars booked for the Sunday.

Fantastic
weather; sitting
on straw bales
listening to nostagic
‘50s music with a picnic
and a glass of wine - another
great top-down day.

Only two 356s
were there on
the Saturday the other one being
Carol and Dan Simpson's amazing Outlaw Speedster.
I would recommend this show to members in the South East - it's
an easy run down the A2 from London, or the Dartford Crossing.

Bromley
Pageant of
Motoring

This event is the world's
largest one-day classic car
show with over 3,000 classics
attending - a blisteringly hot day,
so the shelter of the TIPEC marquee
was very welcome.

We joined the
TIPEC display at Norman
Park on 18th June - a great
selection of Porsches from
every era but no 356s, so
we were made particularly
welcome.
The display of Porsches there ran into hundreds
- plus Beetles, Campers and other air-cooled
classics everywhere. A fantastic turnout, both in
the clubs section of the event and in the one-make
parking area.

A unique, friendly atmosphere
- I certainly hope to attend
again next year.
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Dan Simpson is an

EXHAUSTED FAN
of performance engines
Meet Dan Simpson, who has been involved in the Volkswagen scene for
over thirty-eight years.
What started off as a hobby, Dan quickly
progressed into becoming one of the
leading engine builders in the UK, working
on many top-build cars, with several
magazines featuring his work.
His involvement with Mr Ming Tang Lee,
owner of Vintagespeed Taiwan, in 2007 led
him to becoming the main supplier of
vintagespeed products here in the UK.
Using many of the products on customers’
builds, he quickly recognised the high
quality of the parts and used them
alongside his existing parts list. Over the
last ten years Dan has become a UK
supplier for many high quality parts,

[...really sorry about all the puns!
No I’m not. Ed]

house crankshaft balancing and machine
shop facilities thus keeping the quality in
one place.
Vintagespeed offer exhausts, carb air
filters, Inox 356 oil filters - and shifters
specifically designed for the T1 based
replica Speedster - and 550 Sypder
handbrakes. Plus mufflers for original
Porsche 356/ 912/914 and 911.
His work can be viewed on his Facebook
pages : Vintagespeeduk / Dan simpson vw
engines. There are plenty of videos and
specifications from customer builds,
customer reviews and testimonials.
Info on his wife Carol’s Speedster:
Martin & Walker Speedster in Aetna blue.
T1 HP engine, 2054cc, dual Dellorto carbs,
123 ignition, Vintagespeed Sebring-style
exhaust, Carter Freeway Flier IRS gearbox,
Fr/Rear disc brakes, IRS rear end, lowered
front beam. Original Fuchs 14” wheels.
Bespoke interior including 914 seats,
Vintagespeed Mamba shifter, Banjo
steering wheel, custom rear rollcage,
custom tow frame. De-bumpered for
Outlaw-style look.

including 123 Ignitions, Thorsten Pieper hp
parts, D.P.R., C.B. performance, Joe Gibbs
oils, his own range of Billet alloy products
and Bernie Bergmann Porsche-style fan
kits etc. These can be found on his
website and online shop:
dansimpsonvwengines.com.
Dan offers a turnkey engine build service
for T1-2 aircooled engines and is very
happy to discuss and advise customers on
the various options and what would work
best for their own builds. Dan also offers in11.

TOP GUN at
PRESCOTT ?
David Pearce reaches

THIS MAN HAS JUST
SEEN THE
REPLACEMENT FOR
HIS RUBBISH CAP...

the top of The Hill...

I’ve been a member of the Club for less than a year, having finally become an
owner of a Chesil in September 2016. I think my first awareness of the 356 shape
came in the same way as many, seeing Kelly McGillis driving in Top Gun and
learning that Mr Cool himself, Steve McQueen had owned one.
I managed to get through my mid-life crisis
with classic ‘60s Landrovers, Stags and,
more recently the cliché Porsche Boxster.

... YOU CAN BE
HAPPY TOO !

However, I always
felt that acquiring
a 356 would - like
getting a date with Susan
George, having a kick-around with George Best,
playing lead guitar with the Stones and re-growing
my ‘70s BeeGees centre parting - always be things
that would remain ... just dreams.

Then I hit sixty ( well, not so much hit it as fell over it) - and realised if I sold all
the cars, plus a kidney, I might be in with a chance.
Then came a trip to Cambridge in late September 2016, to meet Andrew. A
negotiation that included him refusing to sell me the Chesil unless I went away
and thought about it ( that’s never happened before!) ... and I finally became the
proud owner! Then, I experienced my first drive ... top down ...140miles home to
Warwickshire.

To date, the highlight has been a charity day on the Prescott Hill Climb in May, where
I managed three runs, stayed on the track - and made the tyres, my passenger and
myself scream. What a great day, in a great and truly beautiful car.
Next stop, France.

BASEBALL CAP (black, gold logo
and script) … £8.50
SKI HAT (black, woolly) … £8
CLUB T-SHIRT (various colours)
… £13
POLO SHIRT (various colours)
… £16.50
POLO SHIRT (black) … £15.50
SWEATSHIRT (black) … £16.50
CLOTH BADGE (black, sew onto
anything!) … £8.50
TAX DISC HOLDER (pop in a
year-related replica disc!)
… 75p
HOW TO ORDER , , , These items
are available ONLY from the
Speedsters & Spyders Club HQ
address (and at selected events).
Please contact Administrator Rob on
01372 842224 or 07767 306355
or e-mail
admin@speedstersandspyders.org.uk
for details of availability and how to
pay. We carry most items in stock,
but there may be a short delay if we
have to reorder from our supplier.
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Part 2 of John Mercer’s review

Chiddingstone
Castle

The Chiddingstone Summer Vintage Fair has been going for several years now
and this year they decided to add a Classic Car Show to the many attractions.
We were invited to take the Speedster along on the 25th June as someone at the Castle had
picked up one of my leaflets at another event.
Our car seemed to gather more attention than any of the other classics there and we enjoyed a
trip around the castle itself, which has a wonderful collection of Ancient Egyptian antiquities,
Japanese arts and crafts, Bhuddist artifacts, Royal Stuart and Jacobite memorabilia.
We really enjoyed exploring the extensive castle grounds and the vintage stalls. A perfect day
with an interesting cross-country, top-down journey. Definitely worth visiting again.

The ‘Darling Buds’ Show

Another enjoyable day out with
Diane, this time at the Darling Buds show
near Bethersden. This is one of the best
shows in the South East and is in its 22nd
year, raising funds for the Kent Air
13.

Ambulance. I chatted to so many people
I forgot to take any pictures of my car but with the aid of a telescope you may
just make it out in the background of the
picture above!

As you can see on the next page,
we met up with new member Mark
Vincent and his son in their magnificent
black Chesil – and I was very
impressed with the engine detailing.

There were several really nice 356s
- and some nice 911s, 914s, 944s and
928s. Not to mention ‘Leafs’, ‘Rollers’,
‘Beetles’ . . .
Sunshine all day and great
company. If you would like to view
even more pics, visit: https://flic.kr/s/
aHskZxDmxG
Next year, organisation of the show

will be taken over by Classic Music &
Motors - which should take it to a new

level. It will take place on the 1st July
2018 and I urge you not to miss it.

Whitstable Classic
on Tankerton Slopes

Another visit to the seaside came on 16th July, with over 700 classics plus good
‘50s & ‘60s music and a retro market.
We were parked next to a family with a huge Bentley who also shared their huge
picnic with us. This was a really friendly show, with a good selection of classic Porsches
as well as other rare and interesting cars.
A nice 968 reminded me of my old car and there were many other fine Porsches along
the slopes overlooking the sea.
The car got lots of attention from the crowds enjoying the warm sunshine.
Diane and I had our best moment when we came across a beautifully restored
Wolseley 4/44, identical to the car we went off on honeymoon in, fifty years ago!
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TEARING ALONG THE WHITE LINE...
For this historic issue, David White – also known as
mightyspyder – has been persuaded out of ‘retirement’
for one of his inimitable offerings
One hundred issues off the press and we’re still breathing pure air. What an achievement. We are air-cooled, you know, all of
us, including our Speedsters and Spyders. So, let’s all drink a toast to the next centenary.
In a rare moment of nostalgia, I took
recently to calculating the number of aircooled cars I’ve owned, some for many
years, some for just weeks, plus a few I
was glad to wave away; being those that
proved incredibly tough to fix, painfully
costly in the process - and blivots* to boot!
My love affair with the air-cooled
phenomenon began in 1957, the
first being a brand-new Ruby
Red 1200 that I bought for my
work. It was for me the first of
seven VW Beetles. I was 22 at
the time and covering huge
distances in pursuit of a fortune.
In its first year, that first of seven
covered 49,000 miles, in turn
traded in for another, then
another, then another…I’m sure
you get the picture.
The proof of such abiding
affection for Wolfsburg’s finest is to be seen
in my garage today; a bright metallic
midnight blue VW Beetle 1303S, a
delightful car. Between 1957 and 2017, I’ve
tinkered and cussed with the
aforementioned seven Beetles. One VW
Variant (remember those?), one VW
Karmann Ghia Type 14, three Porsche
914s, one 356A, three early Porsche 911s,
one replica RSK and two replica 550s.
Now, just when it seems I am over the
worst of this ‘irritation of the heart that I
cannot get at to scratch’, three Formula
Vee racing cars have become my latest
ladies in waiting. Why three, you may ask,
isn’t one enough?
Well, lest you think of me as a slightly
weird, gasoline fume-induced junkie, I’ll
come clean. Here in Slovenia, motorsport is
restricted to sprints, time-speed-distance
rallies (the concept of which bores me
rigid), plus, thank goodness, some
wonderfully long and tortuous hill and
mountain climbs. So, no circuit racing
(because there are no circuits), no driving
tests, no trialling even. Indeed, one can
witness more aggressive cut and thrust
driver antics around the infamous ring road
which at times grinds Ljubljana to a
15.

standstill. Save for the glory of hill
climbing, there’s nothing much to get my
adrenalin pumping. Ten three-day events,
staged in six countries, form the FIA
Historic Hill Climb Championship. The giltedge bonus is that the shortest ‘hill’ in the
championship is 3.4 kms, the longest -

Italy’s Trento-Bondone - a stunning 17.3
kms with no less than 36 hairpin bends.
In an attempt to put the matter right, over
the past year I bought these featured
lightweight racers with a view to enjoying a
last hurrah in single seater format; plus, if
the enthusiasm is there, forming
a Vee Hill Climb Racing Team.
The basic cost for three cars, all
bought more or less on a whim
and sight unseen on E bay,
came to just £12,550, though
replacing essentials like fire
equipment, batteries, seat belts,
tyres etc., will escalate that
figure. Restoration can be costly,
only the orange Vee is race
ready, so time alone will tell.
Let me tell you about Vees and
competition. Formula Vee racing
first began in America in 1962. Soon after,
Porsche AG (effectively the competition
arm of VW) became interested and the
competition boss, Huschke von Hanstein,
ordered ten chassis from the USA as an
experiment. The Vee concept was then
explored in Germany with several drivers
we recognise today starting their racing
careers squeezed into Vee cockpits,
including four Formula One World
Champions: Jochen Rindt, Emerson
Fittipaldi, Niki Lauda and Keke Rosberg.
Volkswagen themselves saw Vee racing as
a marketable concept and co-ordinated the
launch of Formula Vee worldwide. VW’s
way of finding a Formula Vee World
Champion was to fly top racing drivers to
European races and join in the VW publicity
bandwagon.
As historic racers, these Vees, many of
which are 30 to 40 years old, continue to
compete on tracks and hill climbs, with a
variety of series flourishing in Germany,
Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Holland,
Belgium, the UK, Ireland, Australia, New
Zealand, USA and South Africa. While in
some countries the twin-port 1500cc Beetle
engine is favoured, the UKrace series, run
by the 750 Motor Club, holds loyal to the

1300 engine in single Weber form or twin
Webers with restrictor plates. Tuned for
performance, about 85 bhp is the norm
expected from a car that is wafer biscuit
light, with speeds on circuit reaching 95100mph before approaching a corner and
slamming on the combination of disc and
drum brakes. This, I am assured, properly
exercises the sphincter muscles.
Single-seater Vees are of free design and
construction, with many cars having been
converted from Formula Ford ‘Kent’
chassis. Wings and other aerodynamics
are prohibited and a minimum weight
including driver balances things out. Front
suspension is VW axle, hubs, stub-axles
and torsion bar. The majority of the VW
rear suspension components must be
used. For braking, VW Beetle discs are
permitted only for the front, with VW drums
on the rear. The VW Type 1 gearbox must
be used, along with set VW ratios. Limited
slip diff or similar traction-control is
prohibited. The engine has no fan and
depends on cooling via air ducts,
operational only when the car is moving! All
Vees must use the US made Hoosier
control racing tyre.
So now, beyond its 50th year, a form of
motorsport that was based on similar
equipment for all has flourished by retaining
that adage. It remains the most popular and
successful single seater formula in the
world.

KAIMANN (possibly): I bought this light
blue Vee from a racing car dealer, who
identified it as a Kaimann, built in Vienna. It
has the twin-port 1500 engine, served by
two Dellorto carburettors. For fifteen or
more years it has been on static display in
a private collection. The engine has not yet
been fired-up, though it turns OK. More
later, including, if at all possible, its true
identity.
Nevertheless, an interesting
concept and beautifully constructed.

SCARAB Mk 2: The dark blue car, circa
1979, is altogether more advanced in
design, boasting a steel monocoque
chassis based on the Van Diemen RF78
and using other proprietary bodywork. It
also has the 1300 tuned engine but with
twin Weber carburettors. The engine runs
strongly and pulls well, but there is need for
several sundry replacements, plus a
respray. I think I will make this my
competition car.

ABOUT MY FORMULA VEES
SHEANE: The orange car is mid-‘70s in
origin, based on a space frame chassis
built in Ireland by David Sheane. The
Sheane marque is still operational,
remaining a stalwart of the Vee scene in
Britain and still constructing competitive
race cars. This car has the 1300 tuned
engine with single Weber carb set-up. I’ve
raced it twice; good fun and very positive
steering, though (for hairpin bends)
somewhat tight on lock.
By the way, that fortune (mentioned
earlier) never materialised, but I’ve had one
Hell of a time. I’ll never be cured and I don’t
much care!
* The late, great, racer and constructor,
Bruce McLaren, when pressed for an
opinion of a car he was testing, drawled, “It
handles like a blivot.” “What’s a blivot?” he
was asked. Only Bruce could come up with
such an answer, “Ten pounds of fertiliser in
a five-pound bag!”
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TIME OUT
at Henstridge Airfield
Story and pictures by Tony Tucker
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This event has only been in existence for a few years and this was the Club’s
first visit. And what a fine show it was! Of course, a day of red-hot blazing
sunshine always makes things better, but this was a return to a “proper”
classic car show, with added interest supplied by historic aircraft.
Several Club members from the
Somerset area were in attendance, the
venue being in their part of the
country, but other members travelled
from further afield, although Len
Raynsford had the advantage of
staying with a relative nearby. Paul
Smith and I met on the M3 and
journeyed across country, the only
difficulty being when we found the
event to be poorly signposted and satnavs taking us to a farmer’s field at
least a mile from where we wanted to
be!
Henstridge airfield is a run-down place,
with a control hut and tea rooms
looking as though even a drastic
restoration would not save them from
falling down! The food and drink
available was excellent, however.

those that took my eye (how long have
you got?!) were a huge number of pre
and post-war MGs, a fine display of
Sunbeam Talbots, many different
Triumphs, including a Roadster with
dickey seat (not the only one to be
seen on the day!) and all the TR sports
cars, pre-war Rovers, a stunning 1940s
Jaguar Mark IV, along with a Mark V, a
lovely Abarth, a boat-tailed Lagonda
(with supercharger on the floor in
front of the gear stick!), Ford V8 Pilot,
massive 1920s Bentley, Heinkel bubble
car (with key on the back!), Aston
Martin DB3, a Marauder (only 15 built,
all on Rover chassis), pre-war Bugatti
and Alvis - and a huge Hotchkiss,
complete with rust and centre
accelerator (imagine trying to hit that
tiny pedal below and between the
larger brake and clutch pedals!).

An old Tiger Moth, plus several veteran
single-seater planes and one or two
helicopters were in action all day, some
offering rides for those wishing to
book them. After lunch, a Hurricane
appeared for a fly-past and there were
various air displays by loop-the-loopers,
trailing smoke behind them.

Add to all those, several Austin
Healeys (100 and 3000), a Morgan 3wheeler, 1950s Vauxhall Velox and
Cresta, some elegant Lancia saloons and
two Chevrolets - a pick-up and a twotone saloon - and you can see how spoilt
we were for classic cars.

Martin Burge and I were able to
compare watches, the only known
examples of a Porsche (or in my case,

Another nice feature of the show was
that all the cars from the many clubs
were invited into the parade arena to
be admired and described and for the

Speedster) 356 watch made by a
company i n America, w ho n ot
surprisingly ceased trading years ago –
after all, they made our customised
watches for the massive sum of $25
each (and that included postage!).
As for the cars, we were treated to
the best line-up of historic vehicles
that I have seen for some time. Among

drivers to be interviewed. We duly
obliged and were able to talk about our
cars, the Club and the background to
the Speedster.
What a great show – and a 135 mile
drive home for me with hood down all
the way and sunshine right into the
evening! Not much doubt that we’ll be
back next year!
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“Follow your dream”

When Teresa Smith uttered those words,
little did she know what she had let her
husband Martin in for…
I have now completed the build of
my Speedster and so thought it
was time to submit this article to
the magazine - it may even
encourage others to attempt a
Speedster project.
I started my build back in November
2014 with a Beetle 1303 that I
purchased from a chap who buys old
Beetles for their engines and
rebuilds just the engine, then breaks
or scraps the rest of the car. With
assistance I removed the body, then
engine, gearbox and axles from the
floorpan. The floorpan went off for
shortening, new floors and frame
head, meanwhile I started to
refurbish the IRS arms, brakes and
built up a new front beam as the
1303 is not suitable. Then the engine
and gearbox needed a check-over as
it had not been on the road for
twenty years.
All was fine.
Just cleaned the
carbon off the valves and ground
them in, fitted mostly new tinware
and serviced the engine ready to
refit at a later stage. The floorpan
returned and was shot blasted and
sealed, painted with epoxy primer
and given its topcoats. Then came
the start to building up a rolling
chassis. At that point you feel the
process of building a car has started.
All went together well using new
fixings. Very soon the gearbox was
in and the engine temporarily fitted
and hot wired!!
After a few
attempts sh e fir ed u p and

ran. After twenty years life had
returned! No exhaust, but who cares
in a workshop?
The rolling chassis arrived home
from my friend’s workshop, where I’d
had her until then. On her first visit
to the workshop - when it was just
the backbone of the chassis - my
dear wife named her "Scrappy" … and
it’s stuck to this day!!
I purchased the body (that is a copy
of a Chesil) from a company near
Oxford that promised the world, but
failed to stay in business after the
purchase - and disappeared off the
earth. So maybe I have the only
Scarbee Speedster in the UK. Any
others out there? The hardest job
on the body was fitting the doors.
Days and days of work resulted in a
fair fit but not to the standard that
I was happy with. Then, one weekend
I managed to muster help to lift the
body onto the floorpan. It made a
good video, with my wife running
around looking for the location studs!
But all fitted and was bolted down
with new seals and tubes of sealant.
Now it started to look like a car.
I was now on my own with respect to
obtaining the remaining parts to
complete the project. I soon found
it faster and more reliable to
purchase parts from the US or
Europe, mainly Germany or Belgium.
UK companies just have not got the
service and customer care right! It
took five months to receive a prepaid-for wiring loom from a main UK
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Speedster company.

how I want her. The loom was left in
and masked for paint, so the lights
etc soon went back in, as did the
instruments and switches - but I hit
an issue with the switch bezels. The
dash was just a bit too thick to get a
good fix onto the switch long term,
so had some new bezels made locally
with longer threads. This works fine
as long as you extend the centres as
well. As all parts had been prefitted before paint it was just a job
of refitting all the remaining
components.

By November 2016, the car was built
and the trimming completed in
Kangaroo leather that I bought on
o ur visit to A u str al ia. Th e
instruments were from a Porsche
924, refurbished and the
tachometer refaced; a hint from
Gary at Speedster Clinic. He was
helpful with advice and some parts.
I wished to fit the correct age and
type of carpet, but found only two
suppliers in Europe - so that came
from Germany. A small company in
Coventry completed all the trim work
on a piece-by-piece agreement.

Then, on a sunny afternoon the seats
were in and I was off for the first
‘test run’. All was fine, but you can't
help but listen for every sound!!
After a few more ‘test runs’ I
checked all the suspension bolts etc.
My confidence grew and now we have
been on seventy-mile round trips and
the engine goes better with every
journey. With time you start to
enjoy the handling around bends,
fresh air and the smells of the
countryside.
In other words,
enjoying your creation.

Knowing the importance of having a
car’s suspension correctly aligned, I
found a four-wheel alignment
company called Centre Gravity that
does mainly Porsches but has aligned
about fourteen Speedsters. A very
interesting day spent there with
Peter, who explained the whys and
wherefores on alignment. On
departure the car’s wheels faced the
right way and as time showed, the
ride/ handling is great.

Has it been hard work? NO.
Have I enjoyed the experience? YES.
And the big one: would you do it all
over again? YES.

Now it was ready for IVA. This
happened in early January 2017 and
the car failed on only five minor
points. The big one was having to
prove the speedo was reading
correctly. I’d had it recalibrated but
the maths won’t stand up at an IVA
test, so I had to find a powered
rolling road to test and record the
speeds. This was because I used the
Beetle speedo drive. The Speedster
returned two months later (delayed
due to illness) and passed!! A new
Speedster was born.
So, home to strip her for paint.
After shopping around, the car was
trusted to a company in Bromsgrove
called Option 1. On arrival with the
car, Frank had a good look around and
without asking, committed to making
the doors a better fit. There is a
video on his website showing the
doors closing with one finger! The
doors are now aligning with the body
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For those of you thinking about
building a Speedster: just take one
step at a time, enjoy the build and
don't rush it. My timescale reflects
the fact I am retired and have spent
many weekdays in the garage.
Finally, my thanks to my wife, who
has encouraged me to “Follow your
dream" - and for all the cuppas
brought to the garage!

perfectly and the gaps are spot on (in
my view). Frank completed the paint
to a very high standard and I’m very
pleased with the finish - and at a
very fair price, considering all the
work put into the car.
Back home on a trailer for the final
time, then the start of rebuilding her

Tony Tucker enthuses over

A CLASSIC
BROOKLANDS

Not quite the superb
weather of last year, but a
great deal better than the
year before (washed-out) and
definitely better than Saturday, when it
rained all day. I drove to the famous
venue with the hood down and the day
stayed more or less dry, with just a little
drizzle in the afternoon.

Turnout for the Club was rather poor, with
just four Speedsters there, Tony
Woodfield’s red Banham 550 Spyder, plus
Len in his ... um ... Aristocat, which is not a
Club car, of course, but a pretty powerful
Jaguar lookalike (ish). Paul Smith dropped
out the day before with suspension trouble
and Rob Jones, who had intended to be
there (but with the Lancia Club this year),
decided to opt out after an incredibly wet
day at another show the day before.

It was only a few weeks since Brooklands
had celebrated, with great publicity and
expense, the re-opening of the famous
finishing straight and we, along with other
car clubs, were given space on this iconic
section of track. Our former display area,
along by the sheds opposite the F1
museum, was entirely given over to traders
and the event seems to attract more of
these each year (in contrast to places like
Stoneleigh Park, where their presence
keeps diminishing).
Among the many ‘for sale’ items which
caught my eye was a rare leather jacket,
black with red edgings and a big red stripe
displaying the name “Speedster” (“Force of
the 60s”). In immaculate condition and
priced at a competitive £65, I would have
bought it had the sleeves not been too
short. I fetched Len, who also liked it, but
had a problem with the waist (!), so I got
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John Mercer to take a look and he also
might have bought it, but again it came up
too tight on him. What a shame – it would
have been a great jacket for a Speedster
owner!
The show was packed with stunning classic
cars of all types and ages, so, following
Henstridge, we have had two shows in July
where the cars on display have been
nothing less than spectacular. There were
far too many to mention, but the huge 1936
Rolls-Royce built for the Marquis of
Queensbury, with Merlin engine, was a fine
sight and a two-tone, pre-war Alvis also
impressed me immensely.
A great show as usual, magnificent cars,
wonderful museums and lots of good items
to buy – I mean, where else could I have
bought three good pairs of gardening
gloves for £2 (total)?!
23.

WHAT A SHOWER!
Story & pictures by

Gerald Dawson

On July 30th Bristol Motor Club held its annual Family Sports Car day. This event is
open to all car owners and gives them a chance to drive on the Castle Combe race
circuit. The range of cars attending was amazing, from vintage racers to modern
sports saloons and every type in between.
I took my Covin Speedster but decided not
to join the drivers on track, just enjoy
watching others and looking at the cars. As
the laps for participating cars were behind a
pace car limiting them to 50 mph, drivers
were allowed to take friends and family with
them.
As I was not driving the circuit I took my
place with the other cars which were on
display. I was placed next to a very rare
Avenger Tiger which was equipped with all
the kit needed in a rally car and displaying
event badges from its competition history.
I particularly liked the Morgan 3-wheeler
with its Matchless engine. An AustinHealey was parked with an MGA, nearby
was a lovely Lotus. The VW Cabriolet
looked as new and the Ford Falcon was
also in fine condition. I also was impressed
by the 1934 Talbot 105, a car with a racing
pedigree.
As usual, the weather was controlling the
events of the day. It started dull as I drove
to the event but brightened up before
turning to intermittent showers. The
forecasters predicted that a heavy
downpour was due at 3-o'clock, so the
organisers brought the programme forward
to ensure that all laps could be completed
before it arrived. I decided that I should be
home before the rain started - but it came
just as I left at 2 o'clock! I drove home in
conditions as bad as I have ever
encountered - but as I got home the sun
was shining brightly and everyone
wondered how I got so wet…
Despite the rain I enjoyed the day, my car
performing well and getting many
complimentary comments from other
participants.
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While Gerald was at The Combe,
John Mercer attended

Classic Cars on The Green at Bearsted

This was my local show, held on the lovely village green. It is true that ‘only’ a few hundred cars attended - but these included
some fine and rare classics, including this beautiful MG Tourer and a rare Bristol.
The Speedster got lots of interest (as always!), but the most enjoyable aspect for me was meeting so many old friends and
having a family picnic by the car with my daughters and grand-daughters.
More pictures are available for viewing at: https://flic.kr/s/aHsm1twUFd
I had always loved the iconic shape
of the 356. So much so that I
had a picture on my desk with the
printed message: “My Lottery
Dream” - and so it was. I joined
the Club back in 2002 - only to be
in the Club and to appreciate the
cars. It was not until a year later
the dream could become a reality.
One of my customers had a Chesil
that he had used as his daily driver.
It had been superceeded and was
living under a tarpaulin on his drive.
I often observed it with Annie, my
late wife. A few months later, out of
the blue, she said, “Go and make
Matthew an offer for the car.” I, of
course, said we could not afford such
a move. Her reply was that she
would worry about costs and I should
try and do the deal. I didn’t need
much of a push and, soon enough, the
car was mine and she had found the
money from somewhere!
I never
asked and will now never know.
I was then a fully fledged driving
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THE

RAYNSFORD
FILES
For this landmark edition, LEN

RELIVES HIS SPEEDSTER PAST
member, or nearly. Older members
may remember us either not arriving
at a show or arriving late. In those
early years, ‘Speedy’ was not exactly
reliable. On the whole, we were able
to laugh - or at least not cry - on
each breakdown. Even though I had

been working on and racing cars for
many years, this was my first venture
into either air-cooled or rear-engine
territory. It soon became a quick
learning curve.
Of course once all those teething
problems were sorted, Speedy soon
became our little dream machine. I
will never be able to thank Annie for
all the support and company she
provided over the next eight years.
Even in the advanced stages of her
illness she would be seen in the car,
hat, coat and scarf, gloved up, with
her wheelchair sticking up behind the
seats like a sail!!
On the final, sad note of this part of
our lives, I will be always grateful
and proud of the fact that so many
of our Club members came to Annie’s
funeral. I will remember…
Speedy has done its service well and
still does several trips to Europe,
including my solo trip to Le Mans for
the Classic - and then on to the

South of France and then back to
Caen for the journey home. Never a
spanner lifted in anger. In fact, in
later years the tools have only come
out for other members’ (and nonmembers!) cars in need of a quick fix.
We have seen the Club go through
many different stages over the
years. Unfortunately some are more
positive than others. It would be
great to see more cars at various
shows.
We have tried different
approaches and suggestions, including
budget stay-away weekends but to no
avail.
Some members believe standing in
the middle of a field surrounded by
cars is the best venue. Others think
it should be more diverse. I have
just attended the massive Retro
Festival at Newbury Showground.
Shop stalls, music venues, every food
(ethnic and traditional), military,
steam - just about anything to
interest anybody. To my knowledge,
I was the only member there!!

When I speak to many different
members about their cars and the
trips they have taken they don’t stop
talking. Why then could they not
write it down and send it to Vernon?
You out there must get bored with
the same people writing for the
magazine. I am sure some members
are reading and saying I did this or
that with my car.
LET US ALL
KNOW!
Speedy is now having a well earned
forced rest. I knew last year when I
fitted new floor pans for the MOT
that it was leaking a lot of oil. My
stance was that all Porsche and VW
engines leave their mark wherever
they park. Unfortunately I think
some of the oil has got to the clutch,
which is now slipping a bit. We were
able to do the Henstridge Retro

A much
younger-looking (!)
Len, proudly posing
with his (then) new
aquisition

Speedy, at home today in the Dream Factory
mention the rubber VW steering
coupling that needs checking
regularly, as they have a habit of
breaking up prematurely. Another of
my ‘soap box’ rants is regarding
correct vehicle registration and
description. You will find elsewhere
in the magazine (unless our Editor
has had to hold it over due to
pressure on space in this special
edition) an article written by Richard
Bird, a prolific replica car builder of
many years, who writes for
magazines in our field.
Finally, we must pay tribute to those
who created this Club and magazine:
Vernon and Yvonne Mortimer.
Yvonne, who is no longer with us,
Festival with it, but think
it would be risky trying
another.
As regular readers will
know - and to the open
distaste
of
some
members - I have three
other replicas. A Ferrari 355, a
Mercedes CLK DTM and, finally, the
big cat - a Jaguar Aristocat XK 120
fitted with a 4.2 engine, auto box and
XJ rear end. A great machine, but
not really environmentally friendly
with fuel consumption of 15-20 mpg!!
But it does get you there in style.
With regard to more mundane
subjects, car safety.
I regularly

worked tirelessly to build and
strengthen our Club right up to her
passing. Thank you both.
Long may the Club – YOUR CLUB –
continue ... and hopefully grow, as we
all know the number of people who
love our little cars and so should also
enjoy Club membership! Good luck
to one and all for the future - and
the next one hundred issues.
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“OMG, your car is just beautiful!”

down South, so I don’t get to meet many
other Speedster owners. However, the
other Speedster owner was absent from his
vehicle all day so I never got to ask all the
questions I had for him!!! It was a beautiful
Porsche Ruby Red, with luggage rack and
wicker basket and also left-hand drive. I

A proud
and excited

Rick Bennett
reports from the VWNW Car Show at Tatton Park
This Volkswagen North West event is held in Knutsford, Cheshire every year and this
year’s show did not disappoint. Tatton Park holds a few car shows each year
(Classic Car / American Classic Car / VWNW), but after visiting all of them this year, I
have to say that this was my favourite - and not just because I was showing my
Chesil (Lula)!
The reason I liked the show was because it
had something for everyone. For the purist
there were original classic VWs aplenty in
both bus, bug, Karmann Ghia form and
beyond. For the custom fan, there were
both modern and classic custom cars from bugs, to buses, Baja bugs, Polos,
Golfs and even some Passats etc.
My particular favourites were the VW
camper vans and buses - and it never
ceases to amaze me the lengths that
people go to, to customise or just
personalise their vehicles. There were
some magnificent examples with Hawaiian
touches, classic ‘50s surf buses and even
an ‘ultimate rolling man-cave’ - and the
attention to detail displayed was to behold!
Also represented at the show were Audis,
Porsches, beach buggies, modern vans,
pickups ... and something I am growing to
like and respect – ‘Rat-Rods’. These are
the vehicles with patena, rust, dents,
scratches and general signs of a good life!
Some have even taken the ‘Rat-Rod’ look
and applied it to modern cars such as TTs,
New Beetles and modern Audis.
This was the first time I had actually shown
my Chesil at a large show – and, I have to
say, it really drew the crowds in. I entered
it into the ‘hand-built’ class and shared my
plot alongside another Speedster and a
remarkable hand-built Porsche 911, made
by Covin. I was excited to not be the only
Speedster at the show, as many of the
Club events are - unfortunately for me 27.

actually spoke to another Speedster owner
who hadn’t brought his car, but he informed
me that he thought it was a US import. It
was beautiful on the outside, but as I prefer
the ‘classic’ look, was disappointed to find
the doors containing four modern stereo
speakers and modern stereo on the
dashboard, with modern dash buttons and
custom window winders. However, each to
their own!

I had a busy day answering questions from
interested parties who had a varying range
of knowledge, which made the whole
experience extremely enjoyable.
The
conversations ranged from ‘is it real?’ to ‘is
it a Chesil?’ to ‘is this the kind of car James
Dean died in?’, to ‘OMG, your car is just
beautiful!’. I had to explain to a few people
that it was a VW Beetle in a ‘pretty dress’
and some of them were completely
surprised, which was great! As I am sure
most of you experience, the Speedsters
draw the crowds and admiring comments,
glances and multiple photos which just
adds to their appeal. Later in the day I saw
another Speedster (pastel yellow), this time
for-sale and tucked away in a corner of the
show ground – but, alas, I couldn’t find the
owner to have a chat.
All in all it was a great day, with plenty of
interest in the Speedster - and at last I have
seen another Speedster up here in the
North West. Next year it would be great if
we could get at least a small presence of
Club cars at this show, as they really are

well appreciated. Maybe some Spyders
could venture up too!
I really would welcome the company!!!

Part 3 of John Mercer’s review
The TiPEC awning provided welcome shade at the 16th

Cranleigh Classic Car Show
on 13th August. A regular Club Event until about 2014 maybe we should revive it? The pub at the edge of the
showground does an excellent Sunday lunch!
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This was a large agricultural
fair that incorporated a
classic car show and
took place on 19th -20th
August. I went on the Saturday with a
retired farmer friend who is a tractor
fanatic and only just fits into my
Speedster!

BIDDENDEN
TRACTOR
FEST

It was a great show with hundreds of tractors and traction engines and
other attractions - from Shire Horses to Duck Herding. I was particularly impressed by the Harveys Percheron display.

I was invited to take my car into the show ring and out of the blue - a very attractive blonde lady asked if
she could come with me. I noticed my friend taking
photos and videos of this - so had to make Diane
aware of it immediately to avoid beer blackmail
attempts! Another fun day out in the babe magnet!

Another pleasant top-down run and a sunny day by the seaside
with Diane, on Sunday 20th August at the

Herne Bay Classic
A bigger turn-out than ever this year with well over 500 classic vehicles, some
going back to the early 1900s. The main road along the front was closed off for
the show, so there were thousands of people enjoying the 'Champagne Air', the
warmth and the amazing cars. There were several really great bands performing,
at two widely spaced locations along
the front. Mix that with extremely rare
cars - including this drop-top Riley and
an elegant Talbot saloon (below) - for
the perfect sunny Sunday coastal
experience...
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Simon Dean’s

Summer of love

This is my first full summer of
owning my gorgeous Speedster Clinic
Speedster (last featured in the
Christmas/New Year issue) - and it
has certainly been eventful.

Speedster! It was amazing just
how much more interest we
generated in the Speedster than
the 996…

In July we had a very early start
one Sunday ... for a Wilton WakeUp breakfast meeting at Wilton
House near Salisbury, home of
avid petrolhead Lord Pembroke. In
the stunning courtyard we were
nestled between a red 911 and
navy blue Ferrari Dino, the owner
of which clearly thought the
Speedster was the real deal and was
seriously considering a swap!

August Bank Holiday Monday was spent
at our local Verwood Rustic Fayre,
where free entry is given to pre '87
cars (every year they have a rolling 30
year entry requirement). The weather
was glorious and we were parked
between a very special Jaguar XK150 in
British Racing Green and a Talbot 6.

I have spent some cash on installing a
new steering box, fuel pump, fuel
filter, ignition system and brakes.
Luckily I've found a top air-cooled
specialist who loves working on the car
and his fettling means she is running
beautifully (touch wood!); she starts
first time, even after long periods of
inactivity.
I have also had the car completely
resprayed.
This was never the
intention: what started as a touch-up
of some scratches and odd bubbles on
both doors became a full respray as we
couldn't match the original colour! The
car is now painted in the correct
1956/57 Porsche metallic silver, code
5606.
I often attend my local Classic Cars on
the Prom, a Sunday afternoon event on
Bournemouth's seafront for preAugust '83 cars. My car always draws
much attention.
However, I have chosen three great
events - from June, July and August to wax lyrical about.
We attended ‘Simply Porsche’ at
Beaulieu in June. We were quite late
arriving so were right at the back - in
the last row. To put it simply, I have
never seen so many Porsches, all of
them pristine and worth a few bob,
some of them worth considerably more!
I last attended this event with my old
996 911 two years back, the very event
that led me to sell her and find my

We had a look around Lord Pembroke's
private collection, which includes a
gorgeous SL Mercedes Gullwing, Alfa
Romeo 8C (my absolute favourite),
Jaguar XJ220 ... ooh - and that
Swedish car with a long name that
starts with K … and the stunning 911
and Miura pictured, the colours look
even better in the flesh!

As is often the case, we were the only
Speedster on display and were
generating some interest - however the
show-stopper was the arrival of a
Spitfire (Supermarine not Triumph!)
that sounded absolutely awesome.
It's been a fabulous summer with my
Speedster, although I was a bit sad
when I sold my beloved Alfa Spider
after 4 1/2 years ownership as I had
two cars that did very similar things
and were not used in the wet or winter.
However, needing an Alfa in my life
I part-exchanged the Spider for a
3.2 V6 Brera, so now I feel I have the
best of both worlds - and all seasons
and driving conditions are covered!

Back cover:

We asked
for your Speedster memories for this
historic issue and William Welch came up
with his favourite shot of ‘Stealth’ - used
as the getaway car after his marriage
to Frances in 2009.
The picture was taken under an impressive
arch at Stanway House.
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